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blackfoot territory 
prior to the signing 
of treaty 7 in 1877

this is where the journey takes place.
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what are 
we 

hunting?

Prairie 
chickens?

WE BEGIN THIS STORY OF TWO YOUNG BLOODS ksisk-taki 
(beaver) and his friend pi'kssii (bird) OUT HUNTING.

Ksisk-staki with 
the two braids  
hairstyle..

and pi'kssii with the 
foretop hair style.
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the boys see a kitokii (prairie chicken) 
and begin the chase.

ni'takiit!
(hurry)
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 a couple of years later, in a blood camp...

...ksisk-taki and pi'kssii are listening to 
one of their grandfathers, omahkai-stow 
(raven) telling stories and teaching them  
required knowledge.
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omahkai-stow tells the boys 
that soon they will not want to 
hunt small game...

...but soon will be hunting buffalo.

sometime later, the boys are making arrowheads.
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how long 
do you 

think till 
we hunt 
buffalo?

hopefully, 
not very 

long

still in the 1860's, ksisk-staki and pi'kssii  
are now young men and are now taking 
horses from the cree, the enemies of the 
blackfoot. they are sneaking up by crawling 
in the deep grass towards the horses tied 
in a row.
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the young braves ksisk-staki 
and pi'kssii are leading two 
horses each away, having 
being successful in their raid.

see, i told 
you it was 

easy to take 
these horses

yeah, you 
were right

i'm gonna give 
my horse to my         
little brother

  niisto, ninna                                    
(me, my father)
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it is now the 1870's, the two young 
braves, ksisk-staki and pi'kssii are 
teaching their younger brothers various 
games and hunting skills.

these boys 
will be great 

hunters...

aah, after 
this they will 
want to come 
along on the 

next hunt!

ko 
ni'takiit! 
(hurry!)
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now in 1875, the BRAVES, 
KSISK-STAKI AND Pi'kssii 
BOTH HAVE WIVES AND ARE 
LOOKING FORWARD TO 
RAISING FAMILIES.

i am going to 
be a father 

soon

ahh, sookapi 
(yes, it is good), 

you should be 
proud

I'm gonna 
have to get a 
bigger lodge!

i will help 
you get what 

you need
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it is now 1877 and the blood tribe is at blackfoot crossing entering into treaty 7

they say, if we 
agree, it will be 
our only way 

to survive 

TSSS, 
hunya..
(HUH, 

REALLY?)
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after entering into treaty 7, KSISK-STAKI 
AND Pi'kssii are riding back to the blood 
camp.

we are 
supposed to 
get a reserve 
to live on?

well, i hope red 
crow selects an 

area where we can 
be near chief 

mountain and the 
belly buttes
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OKI, TSA 
NIITA'PIIWA? 

(HELLO, HOW IS 
EVERYTHING?)

ahh, IIKSSOKA'PIIWA 
(EVERYTHING IS WELL)
I have been thinking  

of TAKing UP FARMING

A COUPLE OF YEARS LATER, KSISK-STAKI 
AND Pi'kssii MEET AT THE RATION HOUSE, 
GETTING THEIR RATIONS OF FOOD FROM 
THE INDIAN AGENT.

one of many new endeavors 
that the government of canada 
would do to "protect the 
redmen", was to introduce a 
new way of life to the bloods. 
it was also noted that, being 
under the guardianship of 
parliament, the "indians" would 
be assisted into assimilation 
and thereby turned into 
"farmers and ranchers".
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umm, pretty 
good corral.

a few more 
posts and rails, 
and then it will 

be done

a few days later, Pi'kssii IS SHOWING KSISK-STAKI THE 
CORRAL HE IS BUILDING AND WHERE HE WILL BE FARMING.
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Pi'kssii, what 
do think about 
learning all of 

these new 
ways?

I REALLY DON'T LIKE ALL 
THESE NEW THINGS WE ARE LEARNING.

WE CAN'T LEAVE THIS RESERVE WITHOUT A PERMIT, the 
government is trying to put an end to our sundance 
and to make things worse, they are NOT LIVING UP TO 

THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE TREATY. i had to BRING 
my son to boarding school. 

KSISK-STAKI, i bet the missionaries  
will probably come for 

your son too.

a few years later, the warriors meet at the sun dance.
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i HAD TO senD 
my son john to 
BOARDING school 
but i don't know 

what to think

ahh, me too. i can't keep my 
son at home, the missionairies 
always come back and get him

the warriors meet 
about a year later 
and each has a son 
with him.

oki, niisto 
nitannikko,
(hello, my 
name is..) 

tom 
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we are about to 
become cattle 
ranchers once 

we sell our 
horses

well, we have 
our corral all 

ready

ksisk-staki returns from the indian 
agent with a piece of paper in his 
hand...

a short time later, 
ksisk-staki and pi'kssii 
are out riding with 
their sons.

i am thinking 
of taking up 

cattle 
ranching

ahh, sookapi 
(good), i'll go 

with you to see 
the indian agent
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years later, the two warriors, ksisk-staki and 
pi'kssii are now in their late 40's, meet again on 
the reserve while herding cattle.

it seems with the 
treaty, we have 

lost all our 
independence

ahh, and i don't 
like being told 

how to lead our 
lives and what 

to do
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i don't like it that 
the government 

took away my grand 
daughter and i can't 

see her

it makes me angry 
that this is happening. 

the government is 
taking away all our 

children

many years have gone by and ksisk-staki and pi'kssii are 
now elders and grandfathers. they meet at a store on 
the reserve.
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ksisk-staki and pi'kssii have seen many changes from the time before the treaty was 
signed and the effects thereof. both men are sitting on top of the belly buttes 
telling stories and contemplating the future and the longevity of the tribe... 

in order for us to survive in 
this new way of life, we need to 

remember 
"kiistonnoona niitsitapiiyio'pi" 

(we, are the real people)

"iksstokoohkiitsiiwa annohka 
kii isskoohtsika"

(the present is very different 
from the past)
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this is the blood reserve after entering into 
treaty 7. the blackfoot were once the 
caretakers of a vast territory, now the 
blood tribe continue to be the main tribe of 
the great blackfoot confederacy. 

indian reserves are what is 
left of that great era...
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